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ABSTRACT,:

Local area tr'a/:tic management has emerged as a major concern and area
oj' activity -in Australian traffic planning~ and a planning methodology
foT' use in traffic studies is emerging" This paper describes the
reZevance and application of procedures .from the new information
technology~

especialZy computer-aided design (CAD) in the planning and

management of' Zocal street netuJorks"
~ffer

The procedures aY'e shoum to

traffic planners new and perhaps more appropriate means for

using computers in their work" The application of' CAD in a local
network tl'af:t'ie model is used as an illu.stration .
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INTRODUCTION
In the urban Australia of the 1980s,
traff I c

community concerns about

movements I n I oca I ar'eas have become of spec 1a I importance to

local government,

regional and state authorities, and their transport

planning and engIneering advisors"

In this area,

recognitIon of

the

existence of a problem and the desire to solve It are not suffIcIent,
for It is the course of remedial action that presents the maIn
difficulties. The choice and implementation of solutions to local area
traffic plannIng problems are themselves significant problems (Br'lndle
1984) ,

The
1980s also present us with the products of
the
°informatlon
revolutlonO~
notably
the
developments
in
microelectronics, the decentralization of computing power, and the
evolution of °knowledge engineeringo. To the transpor't planner, the
Impacts of these products may be seen most clearly In the growing use
of
per-sona I computers, for both
general
applicatIons
<e.g.
wordprocesslng, spreadsheet analysis, statIstical analysis, database
management) and specIall.zed tasks (e.g. microcomputer versions of
transport and traffic planning models), and the concomitant spread in
the avai labi Ilty of these productivify enhancing tools. This is
particularly relevant to the smal I planning offices whIch characterize
consultancies and local government.
This paper is concerned with the ability of the new know Iedgebased procedures (such as Interactive graphics, computer-aided design
(CAD),
and °expert systemsO) to assist transport planners
In
addressing the problems of modern urban society. The example of local
street planning and management Is used to Illustrate some of the
posslbi I itles. An Important point is that although these knowledgebased
procedures have been developed for use in other areas of
professIonal and technical expertise, they stand to make signifIcant
contributions within the transport planning sector. A partIcular focus
of thIs paper is on the potential role of CAD In local area traffic
management, with an Illustration of how the new technology may fit In
with the human sIde of traffic planning to a far more satisfactory
degree than other computer-based methods.
At the heart of this discussion is the recognition of an
evolutionary path in the development of traffic planning models. For
the
author this Is largely a matter of personal recognItion .
Consequently this paper moves from the general to the specIfic
consideration of particular models for use In local area traffic
management. The reader is asked to forgive this indUlgence, perhaps by
noting that this mechanism does al Iowa sound appreciation of the
usefulness of the °newo procedures. Attention may be directed to four
main areas of interest:
(a) improving the efficiency of data input to transport planning
models;
(b) allowing model users to view the workings of a particular model;
(c) providing new means for the interpretation of transport data, and
the distrIbutions of data variables across a study area; and
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Cd) providing new means for community participation and Involvement in
the planning process.
The paper considers these four areas In the context of local
area traffic planning, l.e" the consideration of problems in planning
and design of local street systems and their connections to the
arter'Ial road system, to cope with local ized traffic demands and
trafflc/envlr'onmental Impacts. This Is done by considering firstly the
importance of local area traffic management In Australian cities, and
then the existing means for computer assistance In tackling these
problems" The rote of new Information technology In this process is
then discussed, and the application of specific aspects of the new
technology Is described"

IMPORTANCE OF LOCAL AREA TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
A major development in traffic planning over the last decade
has been the growing concern for, and importance of, local area
traffic management (LATM) in ur-ban areas . The responsibll itles for
LATM are widely diffused, and the local government sector has a
frontier role. There are difficult problems to be resolved, largely
because of the multiple and sometimes confl ictlng objectives to be
considered. A need for systems-based planning procedures and models Is
apparent. For example the multi-varlate nature of local area traffic
encompasses a wide range of factors, inclUding
(a) traffic movement (e"9. flows and speeds);
(b) physical Iayout of areas;
(c) behavioural characteristics of road user groups (e"g" children,
drivers) ;
(d) topological layout of street networks;
(e) social and economic factor's relating to the resident, business and
work force populations of an area;
(f) Institutional influences and methods for the Implementation of
traffic plans;
(g) environmental Influences,
including air,
noise and visual
poll utlon;
(h) traffic safety and perceptions of danger; and
(I) levels of accesslb-Illty and mobility within and through an area.
This is not an exhaustive I ist of factors, but even so It is
extremely br'oad and Includes a number of interacting and possibly
contradictory factors.. Planning pol icies based on a single factor (or
even a sma I I group of factors) wh ich do not cons i der' poss Ib Ie si deeffeCTS are I ikely to fall" Evidence for this assertion was provided
in a review of local area planning initiatives In the Melbour'ne region
reported by Taylor and Newton (1981), where it was found that although
mOST of the municipal itles and authorities surveyed saw slmi lar
problems, (e.g" a concern about °excessiveo traffic In residential
streets), their responses were widely different, even across adjoining
municipal boundaries.. Some agencies were prepared to try a variety of
new management measures, whi le others, with equal concern about
problems, adopted a more conservative stance on the grounds that
measures to improve conditions In one street might only worsen
conditions elsewhere. The system effects of incremental changes to a
street system were of concern ..
Further' evidence found by Taylor and Newton (1981) was the
evolution of local area traffic plannIng dur'ing the 1970s, from
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initial
measures
involving physical street
closures,
largely
uncoordinated, to measures aimed at solving problems resulting from
the combination of faCTors listed above (e"9. speed and partial access
restrictions using systems of roundabouts, humps and narrowfngs, and
complementary measures to Improve arterial road flows). Again the
traffic system was a major concern. Safety Issues In local areas
fur'ther

such

support the need for a systems approach because accidents

areas are widely diffused (Brindle 1979,

in

OECD 1980) so that the

system at I c app I I cat I on of area-w 1de des I gn and remed i a I pr'Qcedures Is
required" More r'ecently Brindle (984) reviewed the current state of

practice and suggested that too much attention was being directed to
the use of control devices (the physical elements of a traffic plan)
and that Insufficient attention was given to a holistic appraisal of
LATM.
This perspective of local street planning issues Is stIli
largely that of the local community and municipal ity, and it must not
be forgotten that there are other val id viewpoints. In particular the
views
of
the regional transport/traffic authorities who
have
responsibilities for metropol itan ar'teria! road systems, and the users
of these networks are also important. The balance between the arterial
road and the local street systems may be crucial in the overall
efficiency of the road transport system, so that tradeoffs between the
objectives and desires of the various parties must be recognized.
Means to help resolve these possible conflicts have been
sought for a long time, and the possibility for using computer models
in the screening and evaluation of proposed traffic management schemes
has long been considered (e"g. Taylor 1978). Until the advent of the
new Information technology the practical use of these techniques was
fairly restricted.

USE OF COMPUTERS IN LOCAL AREA TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
Definition of a Local Area
A local area may be taken as a smal I part of an urban area. of
the order of perhaps one square ki lometre in area, and corresponding
to a limited number of °traffic eel IsO (I.e. areas In which the
function of the street system is primari Iy to provide access to
proper'tles. In the str'eet network for this area, a planner may want to
distinguIsh between :
(a) different classes of roads and streets;
(b) various design standards for streets;
(c) different intersection controls;
(d) tur'n 1ng and through movements and Intersect Ions;
(e) lane confIgurations at Intersections;.
(f) classifications of vehicle types; and
(g) classifications of trips (such as through or local traffic)"
Models of Local Area Networks
There have been many attempts to use computer-based tools In
LATM, from the early 1970s onwerds (e.g. Stephens and Cox 1972.
Glannopoulos 1973. Wlgan 1975, laylor 1977), and presently represented
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by traffic network models such as CONTRAM (Leonard, Tough and Bagley
1978), SATURN (Hall, Van VI let and Willumsen 1980), and MULATM (Taylor
and Hat j i endreou t 984)" These too I 5 are the descendants of the traff i c

assignment models used in urban road network planning. Their main
distinguishing features from their ancestors are an ab! lity to model
the growth and decay of congestion and queuelng In street networks,
and a need to model delays and capacities at junctions (network
nodes)" The study networks are characterized by a general one-to-one
correspondence between the I inks in the network and the street
sections in the area"
Untl I recently, the widespread use of these models, for
Instance at the local government level, was restricted .. The models
existed only on large mainframe computer systems, and were not readily
accessible in practice. Further, model user's r'equlred special training
and experIence In such facets as network coding" The data preparatIon
tasks were arduous, and fraught with dT fficu ltles. Errors wer'e easy to
make and hard to trace. Once a network was establ ished, it was fairly
difficult and time-consuming to make Incremental changes to It, so
that users had only restricted opportunities to test alternatIve
schemes. In part this was due to the difficultIes In preparing and
coding networ'k data" It was also due to the °batch-modeo operation of
most of the models, which prevented the user from contr'oll ing or
Intervening In the actual model run"
The theme of th Is paper' Is how the advent of interact Ive
graphics
and CAD systems on microcomputer's can relieve
these
difficulties, and may permit the far wIder use of these models by the
people directly r'esponsible for implementing local area traffic plans.
Database and Network Inventories
An essential element In local street planning and management
is the consideration of the micro-level Interactions between the
traffic system and the land use system" Largely this involves the
comprehension of the land uses and developments in the study area,
IncludIng
factors
such as traffic generation
characteristIcs,
architectural features and styles, and population characteristics. For
the traffic system, inventory data on the state(s) of the street
network are also needed (e.g" the numbers and locations of traffic
control devices and intersection types, or the distribution and
eva! labi Ilty of car parking spaces). In the past the needs for these
inventory data wer'e met by manual methods (eag. Lodei~ and Bayly 1974).
However
microcomputer
packages now offer powerful
means
for
assembling, editing, storing, analysing and disseminating these data"
For example Anderson and Taylor (1984) described the use of database
and mapping programs for analysing and displaying local area data.
Such
applIcations are but one outcome of the new Information
technologies which will be of great value in transport planning"
ELEMENTS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Microcomputers
Ar'guably the seed of the Information revolution was the
mIcroprocessor"
This permitted the wholesale miniaturization of
computer components, and from this came the abi lity to produce small,
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cheap, robust computers which can be widely distributed, used under a
range of environmental conditions, and yet have similar conceptual
capabi Ilties to large computers, without the attendant needs for
specialized support services. Coupled with the microprocessor have
been developments In data storage and dIsplay devIces (e.g. floppy
disk drives, miniature hard disk drives, high resolution colour video
screens) which when put together provide powerful and compact personal
computer systems for data entry, analysis and model ling.

These
systems permit the general
use of
powerful,
sophisticated software packages which previously could only be run on
mainframe computers. In many Instances <e.g. commercial applications
such as wordprocesslng} this gives the first practical opportunities
for the use of advanced techniques In the real world ..
Software Developments
There has been an explosion of program packages for use on
microcomputers" Initially these packages were dIrected at commercIal
and busIness markets, and more recently towards professional and
technical applications •. Specialized packages for particular tasks
(e.g.
traffic impact analysis) are now emerging. A number of
successful seminars and workshops were held in Australia during 1984,
to demonstrate the possible transport planning applications of of
these new packages. For example, seminars were held at Monash
University (February 1984), and by Pak Poy and Kneebone Pty. Ltd. In
Melbourne and Sydney (October-November 1984).
Some Important terms need defining
(a) a computer package is an applications program or set of programs
avellable as a self-contaIned unit, with accompanying documentation,
and ab Ie to per'form a set of tasks nom Inated by the user. There are
further subclasses of packages as Indicated below;
~b} generic packages are packages capable of use by any
individual,
Independent of experience or expertise, such as wordprocessing. These
packages permit users to improve the productivity of tasks they may be
already performing (such as report writing); and
(c) functional packages are packages that perform specific tasks
connected wIth a particular organizational function (e"9" payroll s,
stock Inventory, or traffic network analysis)" Most computing In the
past was performed with functional packages.
Although the specialized nature of traffic planning and
traffic analysis sets requirements that are primarily functional,
there are pr'ocedures ava I Iab Ie In the gener Ic packages wh Ich are
par'ticularly useful in
traffic studies. This recognition by the
transport and traffic planning fraternity wi 1I lead to Improved
productivity and quality of work .. Young and Taylor (1984) discussed
the relevance, advantages and use of mlcro-computer-based statistical
packages In transport planning, and their paper provides an example of
the productivity gaIns which may be realized. Generic packages such as
spreadsheets, interactive graphics and CAD procedures have great
potentIal for traffic planning, as I I lustrated In the remaInder of
this paper ..
large

Spread sheets turn the computer screen into the equivalent of a
table, with rows and columns, like the spreadsheet pages used
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for accounting and bookkeeping. The computer Is instructed to take the
numbers contained in par'tlcular elements of the table, and perform
calculatIons on them In a prescribed manner'" Many calculations can be

done very qUickly, and the effects of changes to some elements on al I
others can be quIckly determined ..
Graphics programs convert numbers into pictorial form, and
provide screen displays from which the user can gain
greater
appreciation of his/her data than 15 possible by consulting tables of
numbers" Graphics also has an Impor'tant part In the analysis of the
operation of models, and In the Input of data for' models (e.g" Taylor,
Ha+jlandr'eou and Anderson 1984).

CAD
systems are used for the automatic production
and
alteratIOn of detai led plans and designs. As such they combine
elements
from database management,
spreadsheets,
graphIcs and
artifIcial Intell igence, and offer Improved productIvity for the
des Igo
of f ice.
In the past they were the prov Ince of large
organizations In industries such as aerospace and motor vehicle
manufacturing,
largely because of their expense.
Mlcr'ocomputer
versions have now Increased the general aval labil Ity of CAD systems,
and permIt their use In smaller organizations.
Wegener (1984)
estimated that civil engineering and ar'ch Itectura I design offices
could expect realistic productiVity Improvements of between 200-300
per cent over' manual systems. In the context of this paper It Is the
appl Icatlon of concepts and pr'ocedures fr'om CAD systems into traffic
network model ling, rather than the CAD systems in toto, which Is
important. This Is demonstrated In the next sectIon.

APPLICATIONS IN LOCAL STREET PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT
Three observations about the practice of traffic engineering
may be made to star't the discussion on the specific appl icatlon of CAD
In traffic planning:
(a) traditionally traffic engineers and planners have used graphical
media. Maps and diagrams of street systems and detailed designs have
been the standard means for communication;
(b) some of the pioneering work In the application of computer
graphics was attempted In the traffic planning area (e.g. see McKerral
and Dutton 1972); and
(c)
in more recent times attempts to introduce computer-based
pr'ocedur'es in traffic planning led to the adoption of other methods of
representing traffic desIgn data based on digital Input"
Interactive graphic/CAD procedures now offer planners the
opportunity to use the greater aval labl I Ity of computers in
their
work, without the difficulties of translating data between graphic
(analogue) and digital forms. They can Increase the productiVity of
planners by pr'ovidlng new methods for displaying and analysing the
complex outputs of tr'aftlc models (e"g" traffic flows, delays and
queues over a street networ'k) and by provIding means for the fast and
rei lable compilation and editing of Input data sets. Previous methods
have been time-consuming and campi icated, requiring users not only to
have some background In traffic planning, but also to gain expertise
In computer oper'ations and perhaps in some esoter'ic specialist areas
of network coding. These needs have been major' stumbling blocks in the
use of computer models of traffic systems.. The CAD methods remove the
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need for expert computer knowledge~ and can be tailored to meet The
express needs of the engineer or' planner in a design office. Graphical

displays are Integral parts of the system, and many of the editing and
display functions can be based on graphical techniques" For example~ a
street cl osur'e becomes the remove I of a I I nk I n the network, and
graphically this Is done by erasing the line representing that link on
a map of the networ'k" The program then performs the f 1I e man 1pu I at I cns

to register the change"
than previous methods.
The
the

This ofters greater efficiency and

accuracy

specific Illustration of this methodology may be seen

development

of the MULATM microcomputer' package for

local

in
area

traffic model I ing. Three broader goals were set In this development:
(a) to encourage the use of computer methods in engineering and
planning practice so that productivity may be enhanced and so that the
latest techniques may be quickly Introduced Into practice;
(b) to encourage the diversification and decentralization of computer
methods wIth In the transpor't eng Ineer Ing and p Iann J n9 arena by
present ing transport profess iona Is with software des Igned for per'sona I
computers: and
(c) to Illustrate the use of gr'aphics as aids In the preparation and
edJtlng of complex data sets and in the Interpretation and analysis of
observed and model led data.
The MULATM Package
MULATM Is a traffic planning tool for use within the design
office.. It Js der'Ived fr'om a maJnframe version (LATM) which has
existed
for some years"
Mainframe packages have had
limited
applications outside large authorities and research institutions,
largely because practitioners have not had sufficJent knowledge and
experience to run them, and because the packages require large and
complex data sets (descriptions of the spatial, physical and traffic
characteristics of an area) as Input. Campi lation of these data sets
~'Is
fraught wiTh error traps, and err'ors can be hard to find in the
Iater' mode I I In9 pr'ocess.
The mainframe packages have usually been used In a °batchO
mode, requiring The construction of numerical data sets to describe
networks.. The data files are constructed separatelY9 then used as
Inputs to the mode I" The user Is often expected to Iearn spec Ia I codes
to describe particular data Items, and this Information Is typically
contained 1" extensive user manuals" The resulting data files are
difficult for a user to Interpret, and errors are hard to trace.
It should also be noted that these data constructions are
unnatural devices for users. Traffic engineers commonly work with maps
and diagrams~ so that these media are more natural means for data
entry.. Graphical methods are particularly apt for traffic daTa
assembly. Map displays of street maps and junction layouts enable the
data elements to be checked simply and quickly. A logical extension Is
that CAD methods may also be used to edit network data, by providing
fast and efficient means for adding and removing I Inks, and offering
visual checks of spatial configuration.
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Microcomputer Graphics
Personal

computers with Inter'active colour graphics offer the

planner/engineer
a
signifIcant opportunity
to overcome
the
difficulties
associated
with earlier traffic
model
packages.
InteractIve programs for data input and model output greatly simplify
and expedite the data preparation, and permit a wide range of
Informative displays using colour graphics on a video screen. Graphics
may then be used In the design process as wel I as in analysis.
Progr'ammfng languages on per'sonal computers (such as °GW-BASIC o on 16bit microcomputers) offer inbui It Commands for rapid dr'awlng of lines,

points, polygons and arcs, for changing display colours and palettes,
and for fi Illng arbitrary (closed) areas wIth colour. This is all
possible on a desktop (or even portable) self-contaIned computer
system.
Interactive Data Input
The MUlATM system was designed for use by people with little
computer programming experience, but wIth a background in traffic
engineering and analysis. The system operates through a ser'ies of
display menus, and asks the user to pr'ovlde the required network and
traffic data Interactively" Initially a network layout must be
defined" MULATM offers the user a choice of digital input, specifying
node coordinates and then nominating the sequence of nodes along each
road, or a CAD procedure (not unlike the LOGO programs now widely used
in computer education) in which the user draws the network on the
screen and the program then automatically digitizes the drawing and
stores the data on file. This Is a particularly effective and
efficient division of labour between man and machine.. Layouts of road
junctions are then presented in graphIcal form, and MULATM constructs
the ful I detai Is of these layouts on the basis of the user Os responses
to ser Ies of prompts. Figure 1 shows an examp Je" A sma I1 map of the
str'eet network is drawn, and the Junction Is highlighted so that Its
position may be seen. A diagram of the junction Is gIven, with each
leg identified by a number' and Its street name" Data are required for
each leg in turn {e.g. if there are traffic signals at the junction,
the cycle time for the Junction, the green time and any phasing
arrangements on each leg are required}. The dIsplay highlights each
element by colour .. Link and node numbering is transparent to the user,
and is performed by the pr'ograms" Users refer to links and junctions
(nodes) by their street names, a human-based label ling systemJ
The MULATM package has some intel I Igence, and can
edit
responses to check the ir va I Id Ity. It on Iy asks for' essent 1a I
Infor'matloo from the user, and makes use of previous information to
minimize errors and inconsistencies. For example in Figure 1 the cycle
time would be requested for leg 1, and then taken to apply to all
other legs,. Logical checks on green times and cycle time are also
made. The user can check the display of the final layout before they
are accepted in the input data" Colour graphics is particUlarly useful
In highl ightlng the detai Is In this process"
Once a °base-caseo data files Is estab I Ished, alternative
plans may be considered by editing this file, using interactive
graphics displays to locate the relevant network components ..
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MULATM JUNCTION DATA INPUT
1 SECOND STREET
is
2 LOW STREET
is SECOND STREET

2

5

,
'-:

I

1

ThLs junclLon Ls node no.

6

Green lLme on Leg 2 (sec)

= ?

~

--

...

Figure 1. Junction Data Input in MUl.ATM using Interactive Graphics
Displaying Tr"affic System Data

Model outputs (e.g. traffic flows, queues, travel times and
delays) may be displayed on colour maps of the network, or analysed
and presented In summary distributIons and graphs. Colour screen
displays provide fast, cheap and comprehensive Information about
alternative

designs

and

comparisons

between

them..

distributions of parameters and variables such as road
flows,

or

queues

can be quickly appr'eclated.

The

Area-wide

type,

traffic

interactive

capabilIties of the package enable map displays to be
highlighted as desired, through the use of °wlndowlngO,
and rotation procedures.

CAD

altered or
translation

Wlndowing may be used to highlight a particular sub-area
within the network. In the extreme this reduces to the display of an
individual junction. Information on turning movements at ,junctions Is
basic information In traffic englneer'ing. A dIsplay program Is
available to give this Information fr"om the model output, or from a
database of observed traffic data" A ,junctIon diagram Is drawn on the
screen and each leg Is labelled (Figure 2). The matrix of turning
movements Is displayed, and the user is given a menu from which he/she
may choose to highlight the required elements and identify each
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MOVEMENT
1
2
:')

ALL fLows f r'om Leg
ALL fLows Lnlo Leg

1

2

SLngLe lurnLng movement. 2)

ExLl

~

DISPLAY
SECOND STREET
LOW STREET
SECOND STREET

OUT

IN

CO

1

0

100
0
100

700 800
150 220
0 900

870

200

850 1920

[l] ~
:')
800
TOTAL

:') TOTAL

2

Your choLce Ls ?

Figure 2.. Interactive Display of Turning Movements
movement

on the junction diagram.

This procedure offers a convenient

means for Tapping traffic daTabases beyond Its applicaTion In MULATM..

Observing Model Operations
A further use of the CAD procedures In MULATM Is the
of

the workings of The traffic model ITsel f,.

Glpps (1983)

display
described

the use of interactive graphics to validate the operation of traffic
simulation models. Interactive graphics may also be used to reveal
model and traffic behaviour. For example Figure 3 is a static
facsiml le of a animated colour screen display which shows a 0bestO
path for a particular trip through a local street system# given the
traffic conditions and controls" The path Is highlighted In Figure 3
by represent In9 Its I Inks as dashed lines. In the screen dIsp Iay the
path Is identified by moving colour changes along the path. The model
user may then vary network configuration (e.g. turn bans# closures or
speed contr"ol devices) or traffic conditions (e.g. flows at other
times of day), and then view any changes to the path selected for the
trIp. This permits a rapid examination of the likely effects of
contra I measur'es # and y Ie Ids an appra isa I of the ir effect Iveness.

There are further applications for such procedures in
community par'tlcipation phases of a local area study# to explore
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schemes.
Indeed
possible
effects and outcomes of alternative
techniques of this sort, mounted on portable microcomputers, may be
useful aids In the direct involvement of residents in traffic planning
for their locality.

CONCLUSIONS
The escalating power and ave! lability of microcomputers offer
transport planners and managers an exciting and effective means for
improving their productivity and quality of work. The developments
outllnad In this paper, notably in the use of interactive graphics and
CAD methods In traffic model ling and planning may be taken as
Indications of the new posslbi I Itles given to planners by the
information revolution .. The procedures provide a powerful and cheap
means to bridge the various communications gaps between computers.
planners. and the community. The practitioner now has the opportunity
to use and develop the techniques previously only avai lable to
research groups wIth access to Iarge computer systems. Th Is offers the
potential for Increased productivity.
improved satisfaction and
quality of designs. and enhanced public particIpation In the plannIng
process.
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